
Joe Cabot 
P.O. BON WO 
Olympia, wk 9d507 

Dear Mr. Cabot, 

J/21/n1 

Sorry, I do not recall our correspondence. I do not know whether 1 then sent you 

a list of our boo]::; so on the chance you may I enclose one. 

If I now had all the time I've taken responding to lettersfrom noople line you who 

have been misled by all the nutty theories palmed off as real, inclading by The Realist 

and Krassner, that time would be more than enough to write another book. 

Your own xritical faculties should have told you that the first sen-ence of the 

Kangas article can't be true. Bush and Nixon had no "role" in he JFK assassination and 

no reccord even justifies any nuCh suspicion. 

lou did use these faculties in recognizing that the Hugh neDnnnld book, "np.)ointment 

in Dallas," was a complete fake. 

The ILichy White claim is a nn);,  fabrication, along with a few plagiarisms, not only 

of the made—up name "Saul" but from a novel!. 

I've not heard anything new about that George Bush CIA/FBI liaison story but I do not 

believe it was the sail who now is vresident. He had been a Congreaman, he had lived in 

Washington when his father wan a Senator from Connecticut, and : think it is not pomlble 

that he lived in the area in 1963 without anyone knowing about it. 

Yon marked but did not explain why  you narked the parann-Pah aln_eging that the 

Reagan/Bush administration imported cocaine and a few other items as unlikkly or as deli- 

benetely twietcd. The actuality seems to be that when the planes used to supply the '-nantras 

returned they sometines carnl.ed the dope. But that does not man ft uan for the administra- 

tion.Or by it. 

I've not heard Mat ob Woodnurd'n nent bo)n will "tell the tr nth" about the assassi- 

nation find do not b4lievo it. 

There itt no reason of nhich 1 ;now to even suspect that Pepsi wan involved in the 

invasion of Cuba or in the Jr£ assassination. 

.bo ypu by any chance wanner buy the Brooklyn fridge? I can get it for you cheap, 

re :g' cheap! 

I donctlt know what it is about the political assassination that loads people who have 

better sense to go for and supnort all the wild concocted Msolutions" abd allegations, to 

bO this kind of tr ash and yet, with supposedly serious interest in the assassination, 

avoid what is factual and while it won!A titillate the sane Way, also will not mislead. 
I mean what is factual. 

rel,y, 



Joe Cabot 
P.O.Box 1865 
Olympia, WA 98507 

9-17-91 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Some three years ago, 1 wrote to you about articles in The Nation that suggested President Bush 
was in the CIA at the time of the Kennedy assassination. In your reply, you told me that another 
George Bush, and perhaps yet another, were in the CIA, and the memo probably did not refer to 
George Herbert Walker Bush. 

Just to follow up on this subject, I recently received a copy of the enclosed article from a friend. 
Is there really any new information to link Bush to the CIA at the time of the assassination? 

Also, do you give any credence to Ricky White's story about his late father, Roscoe White? I 
was intrigued by one entry the younger White claimed to remember reading in his father's diary: 
"I was Mandarin, the man behind the stockade fence who fired two shots. Lebanon was the man 
in the Book Depository who fired two shots. Saul was the an in the Records Building who fired 
two shots". 

1 recall reading a book some time ago by somebody who claimed to be a former L.A. Police 
Officer. He claimed to have tracked down a professional assassin code named Saul, who he said 
killed Kennedy. I thought the book was awful, bad spy fiction masquerading as fact, like Robert 
D. Morrow's "Betrayal". Is the name "Saul" part of the general Kennedy assassination lore? Is 
the name mentioned elsewhere, to your knowledge? 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

CC,( 
Joe Cabot 


